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ABSTRACT

Fuel poverty is a recognized and increasing problem in several European countries. A growing body of 
literature covers this topic, but dedicated analysis for Portugal are scarce despite the high perception of this 
condition. This paper contributes to fill this knowledge gap focusing on a European southern city while 
bringing new datasets and analysis to the assessment of this topic; consumer groups identification and to 
policy discussion. Daily electricity smart meters’ registries were combined with socio-economic data, 
collected from door-to-door surveys, to understand the extent and the determinants of energy consumption 
for two contrasting consumer groups (herein called fuel poverty and fuel obesity groups). The analysis is 
based on the amount and annual profile of electricity consumption and was complemented with building 
energy simulations for relevant building typologies in those groups, to identify heating and cooling thermal 
performance gaps. The existence of these gaps allowed confirming and/or discarding the initial hypothesis 
of the poverty or obesity conditions. Results disclose socio-economic variables, as income, and consumers’ 
behavior as key determinants of electricity consumption. It was identified a severe lack of thermal comfort 
levels inside households of both groups, either in cooling (98% for fuel poverty and 87% for fuel obesity) 
and heating seasons (98% for fuel poverty and 94% for fuel obesity). Major conclusion refers that electricity 
consumption cannot be used alone to segment consumer groups. This assessment may serve to support 
energy policy measures and instruments targeted to different consumers' groups. For example, distinct 
campaigns and differentiated incentives may apply to achieve energy efficiency and reduction while keep 
or improve indoor comfort levels.
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